Cinderella
Cinderella, or, The little
Glass Slipper

Ash
by Malinda Lo
Forced into becoming an indentured
servant when her family dies, Ash lives a
lonely and desperate life with no hopes
for the future, until she meets Kaisa, the
King's royal Huntress, who teaches her to
love, live, and dream once again.

by Charles Perrault
In her haste to flee the palace before the
fairy godmother's magic loses effect,
Cinderella leaves behind a glass slipper.

The Stepsister's Tale
by Tracy Barrett

Cinder

Tired of living up to her noble but
impoverished family's standards, Jane
cares for her mother and younger sister
until her mother marries a man who
promptly dies, leaving nothing but debts
and Jane's spoiled stepsister behind, but
a mysterious boy from the woods and an
invitation to a royal ball are certain to change her fate.

by Marissa Meyer
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth,
observed by a ruthless lunar people,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg,
becomes involved with handsome Prince
Kai and must uncover secrets about her
past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.

Mechanica

Throne of Glass

by Betsy Cornwell
An empowering adaptation of the
Cinderella story features a young genius
inventor whose stepfamily forces her into
a life of servitude before she aspires to
win a technological exposition.

Princess of Glass
by Jessica Day George

by Sarah J. Maas
Appearing before the Crown Prince after
a year of hard labor in the salt mines,
18-year-old assassin Celaena Sardothien
is offered her freedom in exchange for
representing the throne during a
competition to find a new royal assassin,
a challenge that is marked by grueling
training and the murders of fellow contestants.

Princess Poppy reluctantly participates in
a royal exchange program that is thrown
into turmoil when a hapless servant is
tricked by a vengeful fairy godmother
into competing with Poppy for the
attentions of an eligible prince.

Ella Enchanted
by Gail Carson Levine
In this novel based on the story of
Cinderella, Ella struggles against the
childhood curse that forces her to obey
any order given to her.
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